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Abstract 

Network approaches to psychometric constructs, in which constructs are modeled in terms of 

interactions between their constituent factors, have rapidly gained popularity in psychology. 

Applications of such network approaches to various psychological constructs have recently 

moved from a descriptive stance, in which the goal is to estimate the network structure that 

pertains to a construct, to a more comparative stance, in which the goal is to compare 

network structures across populations. However, the statistical tools to do so are lacking. In 

this paper, we present the Network Comparison Test (NCT), which uses resampling-based 

permutation testing to compare network structures from two independent, cross-sectional data 

sets on invariance of 1) network structure, 2) edge (connection) strength, and 3) global 

strength. Performance of NCT is evaluated in simulations that show NCT to perform well in 

various circumstances for all three tests: the Type I error rate is close to the nominal 

significance level, and power proves sufficiently high if sample size and difference between 

networks are substantial. We illustrate NCT by comparing depression symptom networks of 

males and females. Possible extensions of NCT are discussed. 

Keywords: network, comparison, permutation test, validation, cross-sectional 
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Comparing network structures on three aspects: A permutation test 

 In the past decades, network analysis has rapidly gained popularity as a method of 

representing complex relations in large data sets, and has been applied in many different 

fields, from physics and engineering to medicine and biology (Barabasi, 2011). Network 

modeling has been proposed as an alternative to latent variable or common cause modeling of 

psychological test scores (Borsboom, 2017; Borsboom & Cramer, 2013; Cramer et al., 2010; 

Richard J. McNally, 2017; Schmittmann et al., 2011). This methodology has since been 

applied to many fields, such as psychopathology, intelligence, attitudes, personality, and 

health sciences (Boschloo et al., 2015; Costantini et al., 2015; Dalege et al., 2016; 

Kossakowski et al., 2016; Robinaugh et al., 2014; Robinaugh & McNally, 2011; Van Der 

Maas et al., 2017). Such psychological networks consist of nodes that represent psychological 

variables (e.g., symptoms of a certain mental disorder), and edges (or connections) that 

represent relationships between the nodes. These relationships have to be inferred from data 

and, consequently, represent relationships encoded in the parameters of a statistical model.1  

Initial network modeling of psychological behavior was mainly focused on 

investigating association patterns to reveal potentially important elements in the network 

(Cramer et al., 2010; Fried et al., 2015; Kossakowski et al., 2016; R. J. McNally et al., 2015; 

Robinaugh & McNally, 2011). Since little was known about the structure of psychological 

networks, this exploratory research in single populations was mainly hypothesis generating, 

as opposed to confirmatory hypothesis testing. More recently, however, the focus has shifted 

from such single sample studies to research that compares network structures across different 

populations (Bringmann et al., 2013; Koenders et al., 2015; Pe et al., 2015; Van Borkulo et 

 
1 This is clearly different from social networks, in which nodes represent concrete entities (e.g., individuals or 
corporations) rather than variables and in which edges are treated as observations (e.g., friendship relations or 
business transactions between corporations; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). In addition, social networks typically 
treat the nodes as fixed and the edges as random, while psychological networks typically treat the node states as 
random and the edges as fixed. 
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al., 2015; Wigman et al., 2015). Such comparisons of subpopulation networks mainly relied 

on visual inspection of network structures (Bringmann et al., 2013; Koenders et al., 2015; 

Wigman et al., 2015), because existing statistical tests are not suited for this type of 

comparing.  

There are two main reasons why existing statistical tests are not suited to compare 

psychological networks: they (1) assume normally distributed data, (2) have an improper null 

hypothesis, or both. The assumption of normality is problematic in case of psychological 

networks since they are often based on regularization techniques, such as the L1-

regularization method (known as the ‘least shrinkage and selection operator’, LASSO; 

Tibshirani, 1996). This regularization technique estimates a statistical model while including 

a penalty for model complexity and has been shown to converge to the generating network 

structure under the assumption that the network is sparse (i.e., fewer edges than the possible 

maximum number of edges; (Ravikumar et al., 2010, 2011). This leads to estimated network 

models for which many parameters are set to exactly zero, thereby removing weak edges that 

are likely spurious and leading to a more interpretable network (more information on network 

estimation procedures will follow later). The distribution of regularized parameters has been 

shown to be non-normal (Pötscher & Leeb, 2009); regularization basically punches holes in 

the distribution of the parameters (e.g., partial correlations or logistic regression coefficients).  

Existing tests that assume normality are, for example, standard correlation tests (using 

Fisher’s transformation; described in (Muirhead, 1982, Chapter 5) and tests on sphericity. 

Besides their assumption of normality qualifies these tests as unsuitable, they also have 

improper null hypotheses. Correlation tests have the null hypothesis that the population 

correlation is not significantly different from zero. When comparing network parameters, this 

would translate to stating that there is not a significant relationship between two sets of 

network parameters; in other words, they are completely different. This is the opposite of our 
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goal. To test whether two networks are different, we aim to reject the null hypothesis that 

there is no difference between the two (i.e., they are the same). Moreover, tests on sphericity 

are based on assessing the difference between one stochastic and one fixed (identity) matrix 

(Muirhead, 1982, Chapter 8; Ledoit & Wolf, 2002). Since we are interested in testing two 

stochastic matrices, this adds to the unsuitability of these sphericity tests.  

Some tests do not assume normality but are nevertheless inappropriate due to their 

null hypothesis. The Mantel test, for example, is a permutation test on the correlation 

coefficient for any two ‘distance’ measures (Dutilleul et al., 2000). Although permutation 

tests do not have assumptions about the distribution, the null hypothesis, however, states that 

the correlation between the two distance measures (e.g., two correlation matrices) is 0, 

making this test unsuitable; we are interested in the opposite null hypothesis that two 

matrices are equal. Steiger’s test is about testing dependent correlations (i.e., in the same 

sample) but between different variables (Steiger, 1980). We are, however, interested in 

comparing the same variables (edges) in two networks instead of comparing some edge in 

one network with another edge in the other network. A similar argument can be raised against 

William’s test, in which dependent correlations with one shared variable are tested (e.g., 

comparing the correlation between variable A-B to that of B-C; Williams, 1959, also 

discussed in (Steiger, 1980. Therefore, to allow for the comparison of psychological networks 

across populations, we present a permutation-based Network Comparison Test (NCT) which 

is implemented in an open-source R-package (Van Borkulo et al., 2019).  

In this paper, we want to address three topics. First, we discuss the general statistical 

testing framework, including the type of networks, the procedure, and an explanation of the 

test statistics. Second, we present a simulation study to examine the performance of NCT 

under different circumstances. Third, the utility of the proposed method is illustrated with an 

empirical data set.  
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Network Comparison Test 

In this section, we cover various aspects of NCT. First, we discuss the type of 

networks for which NCT is developed. Second, we elaborate on procedure that underlies 

NCT. Third, the test statistics that are implemented to test for differences between networks 

are explicated.  

Type of Networks 

The networks that are relevant to this paper involve undirected relationships, which 

represent conditional dependencies. Such networks are known as undirected graphical models 

(also known as Markov random fields; see Figure 1). A connection in a graphical model 

between two nodes represents a dependency between the two nodes, an absent connection 

between two nodes represents independence between the two nodes. The dependencies in 

graphical models are conditional, meaning that when two nodes are dependent, even after 

controlling for all other variables (i.e., it was not a spurious relationship due to other 

variables).  
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Figure 1  

Example of an undirected graphical model 

 

Note. The network consists of five nodes and six edges between the nodes, representing 

conditional dependencies. If the nodes are multivariate normal variables, this is called a 

Gaussian graphical model (GGM); if the nodes are binary variables, this is similar to an Ising 

model. Abbreviations: int – loss of interest, ins – insomnia, con – concentration problems, 

dep – depressed mood, sui – suicidal ideation. 

 

To uncover the structure of a graphical model of, for example, a psychological 

disorder such as depression, the conditional dependencies can be estimated from 

measurements of depression variables (e.g., symptoms). Depending on the type of 

measurement, different models can be used. For example, in the case of multivariate 

normally distributed variables, estimation of the conditional dependencies results in a so-

called Gaussian graphical model (GGM; Lauritzen, 1996); the binary counterpart is the Ising 

model (Ising, 1925). Various methods are available to estimate these models, such as the 

methods that will be used in this study: EBICglasso for normally distributed variables 

sui

dep

ins

con

int
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(Epskamp & Fried, 2018) IsingFit for binary variables (Van Borkulo et al., 2014), 

implemented in R package qgraph and IsingFit. For more information about which network 

estimation methods are currently implemented, we refer to the R package 

NetworkComparisonTest (Van Borkulo et al., 2019) and the R function estimateNetwork in 

the R package bootnet (Epskamp et al., 2015). We want to note that the NCT procedure can 

be extended with other network estimation methods.  

 

NCT Procedure 

The NCT algorithm consists of three general steps:  

1. Analyze the observed data sets: 

a. estimate the network structures and 

b. calculate the value of the test statistic 

2. Create the reference distribution: Use the observed data sets to repeatedly 

a. pool the data sets and resample according to the original sample sizes 

b. estimate the network structures 

c. calculate the accompanying test statistic 

3. Evaluate the significance: Assess the significance of the observed test statistic of step 

1 by comparing it to the reference distribution created in step 2. 

In the first step, the observed data is analyzed (Figure 2, Step 1). Network structures are 

estimated per group using the observed data sets (see Figure 2, Step 1a). The resulting 

network parameters are used to calculate the test statistic of interest (Step 1b). In this paper, 

we investigate three statistics which capture the difference in particularly relevant 

characteristics of the networks that are estimated with a specific type of network estimation 

method (see section Simulation Study for more information). However, it is important to note 
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that NCT is a generic procedure in which any network estimation method and any relevant 

statistic that can be captured in a single value could be implemented.  

 In the second step, the reference distribution is created (Figure 2, Step 2). Therefore, 

the observed data sets are pooled and repeatedly, randomly resampled (without replacement) 

into two data sets matching the original sample sizes (Figure 2, Step 2a), network structures 

are estimated (Step 2b), and the statistic of interest is calculated, resulting in an approximate 

sampling distribution under the null hypothesis (Step 2c). The approximation is more 

accurate with more iterations. Although there are no strict rules, a few thousand iterations are 

claimed to be sufficient usually (Ernst, 2004). 

 In the third step, the significance is evaluated (Figure 2, Step 3) by assessing the 

extremeness of the observed test statistic of Step 1 with the reference distribution of Step 2. 

The p-value equals the proportion of resampled test statistics that is at least as extreme as the 

observed test statistic. If the observed statistic is indeed larger than expected under the null 

hypothesis, the null hypothesis can be rejected. The method is implemented in R package 

NetworkComparisonTest (R Development Core Team, 2011; Van Borkulo et al., 2019). 
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Figure 2 

Schematic representation of the three steps involved in NCT 

 

Note. In Step1, the observed data (blue rectangles representing data of individuals) is 

analyzed by estimating the network structure of Group A and B (Step 1a) and calculating the 

metric of interest (e.g., So for observed data; Step 1b). In Step 2, the reference distribution is 

created by pooling, and randomly and repeatedly (e.g., 1000 times) resampling into Group a 

and b (Step 2a), estimating the networks (Step 2b), and calculating the metrics (Sr for 

resampled data) to create a reference distribution (Step 2c). In Step 3, the significance of the 

observed metric So is evaluated by calculating the proportion of resampled metrics that is 

higher than the observed metric, which yields the p-value.  

 

Test Statistics 
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To assess the difference between networks, we investigate three tests that involve 

hypotheses regarding (1) invariant network structure, (2) invariant edge strength, and (3) 

invariant global strength. These three measures were chosen to represent the two core 

characteristics of networks: global and local differences. Global differences are quantified by 

testing the invariance of network structure and global strength. Local differences are 

quantified by testing for invariance of edge strength. We want to emphasize that any other 

network characteristic could be implemented. In fact, since the launch of NCT, more test 

statistics have been implemented (e.g., (bridge) centrality measures) but are not investigated 

here.  

We use the following notation. With p nodes, let G be a graphical model with ΩG 

denoting a symmetric p x p matrix that contains the edge weights of graphical model G. Let 

wijG be the edge weight between nodes i and j (i ¹ j) of G. Since the networks in this paper are 

symmetric, we only consider i < j (i.e., the upper triangle of Ω). We want to note that NCT 

could also be applied to asymmetric networks, although this is not implemented yet. 

Invariant Network Structure  

If one has no hypothesis about which edge or edges potentially differ between 

networks, all edges in the networks as a whole could be compared in an omnibus test. The 

network invariance test does just that. That is, it evaluates the null hypothesis that all edges 

are equal: H0: Ω1 = Ω2. In such a test, we would intuitively want to say that if any of the 

edges are different, then networks are unequal. With the number of edges growing rapidly 

with increasing number of nodes, testing each edge separately can lead to a large number of 

correlated tests. Permutation tests based on resampling are increasingly used in these 

situations to control the multiple testing problem and accompanying familywise error rate 

(FWER; e.g., as in functional neuroimaging; Dudoit & Laan, 2007; Eklund et al., 2016; 

Nichols & Hayasaka, 2003; Winkler et al., 2014). An efficient way to use resampling for 
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testing differences between all edge weights, is using the maximum statistic2. It has been 

shown that the maximum statistic ensures so-called strong control of FWER. This means that 

the FWER is controlled at the significance level a, whether the null hypothesis is true or not. 

This holds when the assumption of subset pivotality is met (Nichols & Hayasaka, 2003; 

Westfall & Young, 1993). This requires that the null distribution of an individual edge does 

not depend on the null distributions of other edges. Consequently, FWER control is less 

optimal for densely connected networks. In sparse networks, which have a specific 

architecture (i.e., the type of networks of interest in this paper), FWER control is indeed 

strong as long as there are no edges that strongly depend on each other. This could be a 

problem when the presence or high levels of two variables leads to the absence or low levels 

of two other variables. An example would be when a depression network includes both 

hypersomnia and insomnia (representing the DSM symptom sleep problems; ref), which are 

often exclusively present in an individual. If hypersomnia is related to another type of 

problem than insomnia, then the resulting edges are dependent. Consequently, strong control 

of FWER is not warranted.  

The maximum statistic provides the largest value (in absolute terms) among each 

element of a vector. In our case, the vector contains the differences in unique edge weights of 

network 1 and 2, so the maximum statistic is defined as 

𝑀(𝜔!, 𝜔") = max
#$

|𝜔#$! − 𝜔#$" | 

for i < j. 

In this omnibus test, the null hypothesis states that all edges are equal, and hence, 

there is not a single edge that is different. In other words, the largest difference between any 

of the edges should be 0 in the population (i.e., very small in the data considering sampling 

 
2 The maximum statistic is also called infinity, uniform, Chebyshev, supremum or maximum norm 
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variation). The alternative hypothesis is then that for any difference, the null hypothesis 

should be rejected. This idea is represented by the following identity (Nichols & Hayasaka, 

2003): 

{x: max f(x)>d} = Union{x: f(x) > d}. 

From this identity it follows that if the maximum of all differences is higher than some 

threshold d (i.e., significant), then at least one of the differences is larger than d. Reversely, if 

the maximum of all differences is not significant, none of the differences are significant.   

Invariant Edge Strength 

The null hypothesis of the edge strength invariance test is H0: 𝜔#$!  = 𝜔#$" . Regarding 

the difference in strength of a specific edge, we simply used the absolute difference in edge 

strength 𝜔#$  of nodes i and j (for i < j) of network 1 and 2: 

𝐸(𝜔#$! , 𝜔#$" ) = |𝜔#$!  – 𝜔#$" |. 

There are two scenarios in which the test of edge invariance could be applied: (1) when a 

researcher has a hypothesis about one or more specific edges or (2) when a researcher has no 

hypotheses about specific edges and the omnibus network invariance test is significant.  

In the first scenario, the omnibus test is superfluous; the researcher can directly test the 

edge(s) of interest. Note that as the number of edges to be tested grows, the higher the 

capitalization on chance. In NCT, this is not taken care of automatically. However, one can 

opt to apply a correction of choice to counteract the multiple testing problem (see the help 

function of NCT in R). Although we leave it to the discretion of the researcher, we suggest 

applying the Bonferroni-Holm method in this first scenario in which the researcher has a 

hypothesis about one or more edges. Where the well-known but low-powered Bonferroni 

method divides the alpha level by the number of tests, the more powerful sequential 

Bonferroni-Holm procedure applies a stepwise (i.e., step-down) adjustment of alpha, in 
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which the smallest p-value is corrected most strictly. This procedure is proven to have strong 

control of the FWER (Hochberg & Tamhane, 1987; Chapter 4). 

In the second scenario, the researcher has no hypothesis about specific edges and the omnibus 

network invariance test has indicated that there is at least one edge that differs across 

networks. To explore post-hoc which edge or edges are responsible for the significant 

omnibus test, caution must be taken. Due to multiple testing, the type I error will be inflated. 

When the null hypotheses are actually true, the probability of finding at least one significant 

result is around 1 – (1 –a)m, in which a is the initial significance level (often 0.05) and m the 

number of comparisons. A network with 11 variables, such as in the example that we will 

discuss later, consists of no less than 55 edges. The probability of finding at least one 

significant result, while all null hypotheses are true, is 0.94. Although correcting for multiple 

testing is the obvious solution for confirmatory testing, we take the stance that this is not 

necessary in an exploratory setting. A prerequisite, however, is to report results accordingly. 

That is, the researcher should be clear about the exploratory nature and interpret results in the 

light of hypothesis generation to guide future research3.  

Invariant Global Strength 

The third invariance hypothesis states that the overall level of connectivity is the same 

across subpopulations. Overall connectivity can be summarized by global strength and is 

defined as the weighted absolute sum of all edges in the network (Opsahl et al., 2010). For all 

i < j, the distance S between two networks is formally defined as 

𝑆(𝜔!, 𝜔") = /∑ ∑ (/𝜔#$! / − /𝜔#$" /)$%#
&
#'! /. 

This test statistic is used to evaluate that the null hypothesis in the population  

 
3 An interesting alternative approach to multiple testing in an exploratory setting could be found in the work of 
Goeman & Solari (2011). Their approach allows for stronger statements than generating hypotheses. In fact, the 
approach ensures that post hoc selection of a set of significant edges does not compromise validity but returns a 
confidence statement on the number of falsely identified edges that differ across networks. 
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H0: ∑ ∑ /𝜔#$! /	$%#
&
#'! =	∑ ∑ /𝜔#$" /$%#

&
#'! . 

  Comparing global strength would be relevant if one is interested in differences in the 

level of connectivity, instead of in one or more specific edges. For example, if a researcher 

expects the symptom network of one group to be more densely or stronger connected due to 

the presence of risk factors compared to another group without risk factors.  

No difference in global strength does not necessarily have to mean that networks are 

similar. In the extreme case that half of the edges are non-zero in one network and the other 

halve of the edges are non-zero in another network, both networks could have the same 

global strength value. The test on global strength invariance will indicate no significance, 

while the test on network structure invariance could indicate that there is at least one edge 

different. Reversely, a significant difference in global strength does not necessarily have to 

mean that the test on network structure invariance is significant too. In the extreme case that 

all edges are non-zero in both networks and that they are all somewhat smaller in one 

network compared to the other, global strength could be significantly different, since adding 

up the edge weights in one network can lead to a significantly higher global strength than 

adding up the somewhat smaller edge weights in the other network. The test on network 

invariance, however, could be non-significant if differences in individual edges are small.  

Simulation Study 

To assess the performance of NCT with respect to the type I error rate and the power, 

we used simulations to evaluate the invariance tests on network structure, edge strength, and 

global strength. Additionally, we provide a proof that all three test statistics are valid and 

elaborate on the underlying assumptions (see the online supplemental material A1). Below, 

we first explain how the simulation study was set up, followed by the results. The simulation 

study was done with multivariate normal data.  

Setup of Simulation Study 
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To simulate data from a certain network structure of conditional relationships, we 

generated a partial correlation matrix that represented the conditional relationships. This 

partial correlation matrix represents the true network. To generate the partial correlation 

matrix, we generated random networks in which nodes were connected by randomly adding 

edges with a certain probability, resulting in a certain density of that network (Erdos & 

Renyi, 1959). This is represented in a symmetric adjacency matrix with zeros (no connection) 

and ones (a connection) on the off-diagonal. To create a weighted version of the adjacency 

matrix, the non-zero elements were replaced by values that were drawn from a uniform 

distribution between -0.1 and -0.5. The diagonal of the resulting matrix was set to the 

minimum of the eigenvalues plus a small positive number to get a positive definite matrix. 

The off-diagonal elements were multiplied by -1 and the matrix was standardized to get a 

population partial correlation matrix. The resulting matrix, which represents the precision 

matrix, is then inverted to obtain the partial correlation matrix that represents the true 

(population) network (reference). Since the precision matrices consist of only negative 

values, the partial correlations are all positive. We varied the number of variables (10, 20, 30) 

and density of the network by varying the probability of an edge being present (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 

and 0.5).  

For the condition with ten variables the correlations that corresponded to true 

networks with density 0.5 had a mean of 0.44 (SD = 0.20). The correlations that 

corresponded to true networks with a density of 0.2 had a mean of 0.18 (SD = 0.22). The 

correlations were roughly similar in the conditions with 20 and 30 variables (20 variables, 

density 0.5: Mean = 0.47, SD = 0.17, 20 variables, density 0.5: Mean = 0.23, SD = 0.18, 30 

variables, density 0.5: Mean = 0.49, SD = 0.16, 30 variables, density 0.2: Mean = 0.25, SD = 

0.16).  
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To assess performance under the null hypothesis (𝐻(:	network G1 is identical to G2), 

we simply copied a simulated weighted network and generated two continuous data sets from 

the identical networks. To assess performance under the alternative hypothesis (i.e., the 

networks G1 and G2 differ), 𝐺" was altered. This was done in two different ways, pertaining 

to the specific test under investigation in the relevant simulation. For the tests of network 

invariance and edge strength invariance, the edge with the highest strength in 𝐺! was changed 

in 𝐺" by lowering the weight with 50% (𝐻!)	and 100% (𝐻") (i.e., in the latter condition the 

relevant edge was set to zero; see Figure 3 for examples of these simulated networks). For the 

test of overall connectivity (global strength), the density was lowered in the copied network 

by cutting a percentage (𝐻!: 25%		and 𝐻": 50%) of edges (examples not shown here). 

 

Figure 3 

Example networks used in the simulation study 

 

Note. To assess performance of the network invariance and the individual edge strength test, 

a random network with 20 nodes was simulated with a density of 0.2 (network A), which was 

used to simulate data of the first group. For the second group, data was simulated with 

networks accompanying the specific hypothesis 𝐻( (all edges are similar), 𝐻! (one edge 

differs to a certain degree), or 𝐻" (one edge differs to a maximal degree). For testing under 

𝐻(, an exact copy of the network A was used to simulate data of the second group. For 
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simulating data under 𝐻!, a copy of network A was used in which the edge with the highest 

strength (blue) was halved (network B). For simulating under 𝐻", a copy of network A was 

used in which the edge with the highest strength was set to zero (network C). Thickness of 

the edges represents the weights. 

 

Multivariate normally distributed data were simulated with various sample sizes that 

are realistic in psychology and psychiatry (250, 500, 750 and 1000 cases for each group) 

using the function mvrnorm in the R package MASS (Venables & Ripley, 2002). As sample 

sizes of groups are not always similar in empirical data sets, we simulated both equal-sized 

and unequal-sized groups. In the unequal group condition, one group has the original sample 

size (250, 500, 750 or 1000 cases) and the other group has 1.5 times that sample size (375, 

750, 1125 and 1500 cases). To investigate if it matters whether an edge weight is lowered (or 

a percentage of connections is cut) in the group with the larger or the smaller sample size, we 

simulated both a scenario in which the sample generated with network 𝐺! has the original 

size, and the sample generated with network 𝐺" has the larger sample size, and a scenario in 

which the sample generated with network 𝐺" has the original size, and the sample generated 

with network 𝐺! has the larger sample size.  

Networks were estimated with the EBICglasso method, which estimates a GGM using 

regularization with the graphical lasso to minimize the number of spurious relationships 

(Friedman, Hastie Tibshirani 2008). For more information on EBICglasso and regularization 

in network estimation, we want to refer to the tutorial of Epskamp and Fried (2018) for 

continuous data. For an elaborate technical introduction, see (Epskamp et al., 2018). 

EBICglasso involves a hyperparameter gamma (γ) to control the level of sparsity of the 

model. Therefore, we also varied the hyperparameter 𝛾 to consider a possible influence of the 

value of 𝛾	on the performance of the test. 
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The resulting setup is a 3 (data was generated under 𝐻(, 𝐻)!, and 𝐻)") × 4 (sample 

size is 250, 500, 750, and 1000) × 3 (equal sample sizes in both groups, sample size for 

network 1 is increased, and sample size for network 2 is increased) × 4 (density of network 1 

= 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5) × 3	(𝛾 = 0, 0.25, and 0.5) factorial design. Consequently, the 

simulation study involved 432 conditions for each of the three tests (NCT: invariant network 

structure, invariant edge strength, and invariant global strength), which were replicated 1000 

times each. Each condition thus resulted in 1000 p-values from which the probability of 

rejecting the null hypothesis (proportion of p ≤ 0.05) was calculated. For conditions under the 

null hypothesis (𝐻(: there is no difference), this proportion reflects the Type I error (false 

positive rate), whereas for conditions under the alternative hypothesis (𝐻)! and 𝐻)" ∶	there is 

a difference) this proportion reflects the statistical power of the test (true positive rate). The 

number of permutations for each pair of data sets was set to the default value in NCT (i.e., 

100 iterations).  

Performance of NCT was also assessed with binary data in a smaller setup compared 

to the setup of the main paper: 36 nodes (instead of 10, 20 and 30), sample sizes of 250, 400, 

and 700 (instead of 250, 500, 750, and 1000), γ = 0 (instead of 0, 0.25, and 0.5), and 100 

replications (instead of 1000). Similar to the setup in the main analysis, the simulation study 

with binary data was also done with equal and unequal groups (i.e., data simulated with 𝐺! or 

𝐺" is 1.5 times larger than the other group). The network estimation procedure we used to 

estimate Ising models was IsingFit (Van Borkulo et al., 2014).  

The main simulation study was performed on Lisa Compute Cluster to reduce 

computing time (www.surfsara.nl). See the online supplemental material (B) for the 

simulation code4.  

 
4 The code contains suggestions to perform only a specific part of the full validation study, which is time-
consuming 
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Results 

Performance of NCT was evaluated in terms of Type I error control and statistical 

power. Results are discussed for each of the three test statistics of NCT: invariance of the 

network structure, edge strength and global strength. Table 1 and Figure 4 present the 

simulation results for the performance of these three NCT tests for conditions in which 

networks had density 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, 𝛾 = 0 and the group size was equal.  

Network Structure 

NCT adequately retained the null hypothesis in simulations under the null hypothesis 

(yellow lines in Figure 4a, upper panels); the Type I error rate (actual alpha) was accurately 

low (M=0.05, SD=0.008; see Table 1) across all conditions pertaining to the null hypothesis. 

When the edge with the highest strength in one network was lowered to half of the original 

strength in the other network (blue lines in Figure 4a, upper panels), the average statistical 

power was moderate across conditions (M=0.58, SD=0.35. When the strongest edge in one 

network was lowered to zero in the other network, inducing a maximal possible difference 

(red lines in Figure 4a, upper panels), the average statistical power was high across 

conditions (M=0.84, SD=0.28).  

Edge Strength 

NCT adequately retained the null hypothesis in simulations under the null hypothesis 

(yellow lines in Figure 4b); the Type I error rate (actual alpha) was accurately low (M=0.05, 

SD=0.008; see Table 1) across all conditions pertaining to the null hypothesis. When the edge 

with the highest strength was lowered by 50% in one of the identical networks (blue lines in 

Figure 4b, middle panels), average statistical power was approximately at the level of 

acceptable power across all conditions (M=.78, SD=.25). When the strongest edge in one 

network was lowered to zero in the other network, inducing a maximal possible difference 
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(red lines in Figure 4b, middle panels), the average statistical power was high across 

conditions (M=0.97, SD=0.08). 

 Zooming in on the specific conditions revealed that, similar to the test on invariance 

of network structure, power increased when sample size increased. For example, the power 

for the first alternative hypothesis of the network invariance test, with density = 0.1, and 30 

nodes, increased from 0.697 with a sample size of 250 to 0.995 with a sample size of 1000. 

Under similar conditions with a network density of 0.3, the power remains low, even for the 

highest sample size in our simulation study (0.517). This indicates that, when the underlying 

structure of a network with 30 nodes is relatively dense (0.3), power is too low to detect 

differences.  

Global Strength 

Again, NCT adequately retained the null hypothesis in simulations under the null 

hypothesis (yellow lines in Figure 4c, lower panels); the Type I error rate (actual alpha) was 

accurately low (M=0.05, SD=0.007; see Table 1) across all conditions pertaining to the null 

hypothesis. When the density of one network was lowered by 25% in the other network (blue 

lines in Figure 4c, lower panels), average statistical power was high across all conditions 

(M=.95, SD=.10). When the density of one network was lowered by 50% in the other 

network (red lines in Figure 4c, lower panels), the average statistical power was even higher 

across conditions (M=0.97, SD=0.06).  

 Zooming in on the specific conditions revealed that, as expected, power increased 

when sample size increased. Contrasting the results for the previous two tests, the power of 

the test on invariance of global strength increases with increasing density and increasing 

number of nodes in the network.  

Performance of all three tests was comparable for networks with density = 0.3 when 

hyperparameter 𝛾 was set to 0.25 and 0.5 (see the online supplemental material A2; Figure 
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S1) and when sample sizes were unequal (see the online supplemental material A2; Figure 

S2). The trend of decreasing power for the network invariance and edge strength test 

continued with more dense networks (density = 0.5; see the online supplemental material A2; 

Figure S3, upper and middle panel). The opposite trend of increasing power with more dense 

networks for the global strength invariance test also continued (density = 0.5; see the online 

supplemental material A2; Figure S3, lower panel). 

To conclude, zooming in on the specific conditions of all three tests, it depends on 

several circumstances whether the power is high enough. For example, Figure 4 and Table 1 

show that with 10 nodes, 250 observations are enough when the networks have low density 

(i.e., 0.1). When the density of the networks is higher, more observations are needed, 

especially when the difference between networks is less pronounced5. With more nodes, 

power can become too low to detect any difference rather quickly, especially for denser 

networks. The number of observations to have enough power, can become quite large (i.e., > 

1000).  

 The results of performance of NCT with binary data in a smaller setup, showed 

similar results. Overall, power was somewhat lower compared to the performance with 

continuous data, especially when sample sizes were unequal. Moreover, the edge strength 

invariance test seems to have a slightly elevated type I error (see the online supplemental 

material A2; Figure S4).  

These results are in line with the proof (see the online supplemental material A1): 

With increasing number of observations/sample sizes, the power increases, and the type I 

error stays adequately low.  

 
5 In the context of our simulation study, a pronounced difference between networks is when the edge with 
maximum strength in one network is 0 in the other network. A less pronounced difference is when the edge 
with maximum strength in one network is halved in the other. 
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Figure 4 

Performance of NCT 

 

Note.  Simulation study results for tests on invariance of (a) network structure, (b) an 

individual edge, and (c) global strength test. The x-axes display sample size, whereas the y-

axes display proportion of p-values < 0.05. All three tests were applied to simulated data 
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under the null hypothesis of no difference (𝐻(, yellow) and under the alternative hypotheses 

that there is a difference to a certain degree (𝐻!, blue; and 𝐻", red). Data were simulated from 

networks with different levels of connectivity (density = 0.1 (left panels), 0.2 (middle panels) 

and 0.3 (right panels)) and different numbers of variables (10: dotted lines, 20: dashed lines, 

30: solid lines). The networks were all estimated with hyperparameter 𝛾 = 0 and data were 

simulated with equal sample sizes. 
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Table 1 

Performance of the network comparison test on three characteristics 

       

H Density # vars  Network invariance Edge strength Global strength 
   250 500 750 1000 250 500 750 1000 250 500 750 1000 

𝐻( 	 0.1 10 0.058 0.047 0.052 0.051 0.053 0.052 0.062 0.048 0.052 0.051 0.050 0.048 
  20 0.045 0.042 0.059 0.049 0.050 0.044 0.055 0.055 0.064 0.054 0.043 0.048 
  30 0.038 0.060 0.054 0.053 0.048 0.049 0.043 0.048 0.050 0.035 0.048 0.049 
 0.2 10 0.065 0.041 0.047 0.046 0.054 0.046 0.052 0.052 0.060 0.054 0.048 0.046 
  20 0.055 0.045 0.065 0.048 0.048 0.049 0.049 0.055 0.061 0.036 0.051 0.058 
  30 0.051 0.065 0.042 0.059 0.049 0.044 0.044 0.055 0.061 0.051 0.045 0.050 
 0.3 10 0.047 0.060 0.043 0.047 0.059 0.055 0.038 0.053 0.049 0.052 0.036 0.047 
  20 0.059 0.052 0.045 0.043 0.043 0.051 0.058 0.043 0.055 0.044 0.058 0.044 
  30 0.058 0.041 0.055 0.041 0.053 0.052 0.052 0.043 0.045 0.050 0.038 0.051 

𝐻! 	 0.1 10 0.894 0.972 0.987 0.992 0.934 0.979 0.992 0.985 0.515 0.731 0.785 0.823 
  20 0.642 0.889 0.975 0.991 0.870 0.982 0.991 0.994 0.791 0.953 0.983 0.999 
  30 0.303 0.621 0.807 0.935 0.697 0.927 0.974 0.995 0.915 0.993 1 1 
 0.2 10 0.737 0.933 0.982 0.993 0.870 0.975 0.993 0.990 0.946 0.989 0.999 1 
  20 0.255 0.457 0.677 0.792 0.549 0.809 0.908 0.957 0.998 1 1 1 
  30 0.083 0.147 0.253 0.340 0.307 0.517 0.729 0.824 1 1 1 1 
 0.3 10 0.469 0.787 0.915 0.960 0.753 0.925 0.977 0.989 0.847 0.970 0.994 0.996 
  20 0.075 0.160 0.262 0.403 0.356 0.532 0.719 0.797 0.983 1 1 1 
  30 0.073 0.072 0.096 0.109 0.170 0.275 0.430 0.517 0.999 1 1 1 

𝐻" 	 0.1 10 0.984 0.989 0.999 0.996 0.988 0.993 0.996 0.989 0.793 0.920 0.948 0.953 
  20 0.990 1 1 1 0.999 1 1 1 0.988 1 1 1 
  30 0.863 0.994 0.999 1 0.991 0.999 1 1 0.999 1 1 1 
 0.2 10 0.992 0.999 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.715 0.887 0.959 0.981 
  20 0.710 0.968 0.998 1 0.969 0.997 1 1 0.940 0.995 1 1 
  30 0.203 0.649 0.887 0.985 0.851 0.996 0.996 0.997 0.990 1 1 1 
 0.3 10 0.976 0.996 1 1 0.994 0.999 1 1 0.996 0.989 1 1 
  20 0.268 0.700 0.930 0.987 0.830 0.984 0.997 0.998 0.999 1 1 1 
  30 0.067 0.176 0.374 0.594 0.567 0.799 0.923 0.969 1 1 1 1 

Note. Mean proportion of p-values < 0.05 under various conditions: type of test (network 

structure, edge strength, global strength), hypothesis H (𝐻(, 𝐻!, 𝐻"), density (0.1, 0.2, 0.3), 
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number of variables (# vars; 10, 20, 30)), and sample size (250, 500, 750, 1000). Conditions 

with a power > 0.8 are marked in bold numbers. 

 

Application to Empirical Data 

To illustrate the utility of NCT, we used the procedure to evaluate possible 

differences in the network structure of depressive symptoms in male versus female depressed 

patients. It has been shown that, although the prevalence of major depression is higher among 

women compared to men (Kessler, 2003; Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987), men and women with a 

depression do not differ in several clinical features (e.g., severity or prospective course; 

Boschloo et al., 2012, 2014; Schuch et al., 2014). Consequently, one could hypothesize that 

the overall network of depressive symptoms is similar in men versus women. On the other 

hand, Schuch et al., (2014) observed several small differences in the prevalence of individual 

depressive symptoms among depressed men and women. Depressed men more frequently 

reported symptoms such as depressed mood and decreased pleasure, whereas depressed 

women more frequently reported symptoms such as panic/phobia and gastrointestinal 

complaints. Consequently, one might expect that the network in depressed men and the 

network in depressed women differ at the local level. Despite knowledge about differences 

between male and female patients, it is hard to distill a hypothesis about which edges could 

differ. Therefore, our analyses are exploratory. We perform the test on network structure 

invariance and global strength invariance. If the first indicates significance, we proceed with 

exploratory post-hoc testing of individual edges. The significance level for all analyses is 

0.05.  

Empirical Data 

Data were derived from the baseline measurement of the Netherlands Study of 

Depression and Anxiety (Penninx et al., 2008). For the current analyses, we selected data of 
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men (N=351) and women (N=709) with a past-year major depressive disorder (assessed with 

the Composite Interview Diagnostic Instrument; Wittchen, 1994). To estimate the network 

structures, we used scores on 11 DSM-IV criteria pertaining to Major Depressive Disorder 

(American Psychiatric Association, 2013), based on matching items of the Inventory of 

Depressive Symptomatology (Rush et al., 1996) and previously described in Van Borkulo et 

al., (2015). The resulting criteria are depressed mood (dep), loss of interest or pleasure (int), 

weigth/appetite change (wap), insomnia (ins), hypersomnia (hyp), psychomotor agitation 

(agi), psychomotor retardation (ret), fatigue or loss of energy (ene), feeling guilty (gui), 

concentration or decision-making problems (con), suicidality (sui). 

The criteria, on which the network was based, were scored from 0 (not applicable) to 

3 (very applicable). Network structures for male and female patients were estimated with the 

estimateNetwork function of the bootnet package, using EBICglasso as estimation method 

and its hyperparameter set to 0.5 (Epskamp et al., 2015; see the online supplemental material 

C for the complete code to reproduce the analyses and figures of this application). For NCT, 

1000 permutations were performed. 

Results 

Visual inspection of the networks reveals that females seem to have a bit denser 

network than the males (see Figure 5). What also stands out is the negative edge between 

hypersomnia and insomnia of the females’ network is absent in the males’ network. 

Furthermore, the edges that are present in the females’ network seem overall at bit stronger 

than those in the males’ network. These differences, however, could be due to the larger 

sample size of the female group; because the power to detect an edge is higher, the network 

could be denser, edges could be stronger or both. 
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First, we inspected the test on invariance of global strength. The results indicated that 

the difference is not significant (S = 0.64, p = 0.197). Apparently, the difference that we 

detected visually was due to differences in sample size and/or sampling variation.  

Second, we inspected the omnibus test on invariance of network structure to 

investigate whether there are any differences in edges. Results indicated that there was at 

least one edge different: M = 0.24, p = 0.003. Consequently, we performed exploratory post 

hoc testing of all edges to investigate which edge(s) differed between networks. Results 

indicated that there are four edges that differed significantly, namely ins – hyp (E = 0.240, p 

= 0.002), int – hyp (E = 0.028, p = 0.016), dep and ins (E = 0.111, p = 0.028), and dep and ret 

(E = 0.075, p = 0.042). Whether these four different edges indeed represent relevant 

differences between female and male patients’ networks, could be confirmed by subsequent 

studies, specifically designed to test the related a priori specified hypotheses. 

In this empirical example, the female group was two times larger than the male group. 

Since we validated NCT with slightly different settings, we did an additional, small 

simulation study with settings close to our empirical data: the largest sample was 2 times 

larger than the smaller sample, number of nodes = 10, density = 0.5, 𝛾 = 0.5, and sample size 

smallest group = 500. This simulation showed that the Type I error rate of NCT under 

conditions similar to those of the empirical data, is accurately low and power is adequately 

high (see Figure S5 in the online supplemental material A2). These results correspond to the 

original, extensive simulations and suggest that if there is no difference between female and 

male patients’ networks, the probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis (i.e., making a 

type I error) is sufficiently low. At the same time, if there is a difference in one or more edges 

between males’ and females’ networks, NCT is able to detect them. 
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Figure 5 

Networks of female (N=709) and male patients (N=351) 

 

Note. Edge strengths vary from -0.24 to 0.33 (hyp – ins and int – dep, respectively; both in 

the females’ network). Blue and red edges represent positive and negative associations, 

respectively. Thickness of the edges are scaled to be comparable across groups. 

Abbreviations: dep-depressed mood; int-loss of interest or pleasure; wap-weight/appetite 

change; ins-insomnia; hyp-hypersomnia; agi-psychomotor agitation; ret-psychomotor 

retardation; ene-fatigue or loss of energy; gui-feeling guilty; con-concentration/decision 

making; sui-suicidality.  

 

Discussion 

Network comparison test NCT is a novel method to directly test for differences 

between networks of two data sets. The present study shows that comparing networks based 

on continuous, cross-sectional, independent data with NCT performs well under a range of 

circumstances. The type I error is consistently close to the nominal level (α = .05) across all 

conditions. Whether power is high enough (³ 0.8) depends strongly on a combination of 

aspects of the data. Given the conditions in our simulation study, we can conclude that with 
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10 variables, NCT can reliably be applied with 250 or more observations to investigate 

invariance of network structure and edge strength when networks are sparse (i.e., < 0.3). 

When investigating the invariance of global strength, the power is acceptable under all 

circumstances in our simulations with networks with 20 nodes or more. With less nodes, 

power increases when networks are denser. When sample sizes differ (i.e., when one group is 

1.5 times larger), the power is similar to groups having both the sample size of the smallest 

group.  

In a smaller simulation setup, we found similar results with binary data. However, 

when sample sizes differ with binary data, power was lower. Moreover, the type I error was 

slightly elevated for some conditions. We want to note, however, that the simulations with 

binary data were in a lower power range (i.e., less favorable ratio of number of nodes and 

observations) on top of the fact that binary data have inherently lower power. Also, the 

resolution was lower because of less iterations. 

Currently, NCT has many extensions with respect to type of data, network estimation 

method, and centrality measures. For example, besides accommodating either continuous or 

binary data, NCT can also handle ordinal and even mixed variable types (i.e., through the 

estimateNetwork and mgm function in R; Epskamp et al., 2015; Haslbeck & Waldorp, 2020). 

Moreover, pre-post data (i.e., dependent data in which one group is measured twice) can be 

tested. It is important to note that only cross-sectional continuous and – in a smaller setup – 

binary data are validated, meaning that results of other functionalities of NCT should be 

interpretated with caution. A future extension could be to accommodate intensive 

longitudinal data, known as experience sampling method (ESM) or ecological momentary 

assessment (EMA) data (aan het Rot et al., 2012; Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 2014). The 

resulting temporal and, consequently, asymmetric networks might require different types of 

test statistics, which take the directionality into account. 
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This simulation has several limitations. The first limitation considers the level of 

differences between the networks in the validation study. Networks differed in only one edge 

in the validation of the (omnibus) network and edge invariance test. One might wonder what 

the performance would be when multiple edges differed. We chose to investigate 

performance when the networks are as close as possible to the null hypothesis in which it is 

most difficult to detect differences. Therefore, we simulated with only one differing edge, 

making it as hard as possible to detect a difference. Consequently, if multiple edges would 

differ, the power of the omnibus test will be higher. The simulations with differences in 

global strength, in which 25 and 50% of the edges in one network is set to zero in the other, 

show this; the power is high under almost all circumstances.  

A second limitation considers the FWER. Strong control of the FWER requires that 

the null distribution of an individual edge does not depend on the null distributions of other 

edges. Consequently, FWER control is less optimal for densely connected networks. In 

sparse (i.e., not dense) networks, which have a specific architecture (i.e., the type of networks 

of interest in this paper), FWER control is indeed strong as long as there are no edges that 

strongly depend on each other.  

A third limitation concerns the power. Specific conditions in the validation study 

revealed that, for a given sample size, the power increases when either the difference between 

networks is larger or when the number of nodes is smaller, or both. With either larger 

networks or smaller differences or both, larger sample sizes are needed to achieve an 

acceptable power. When applying NCT to an existing data set, the ratio between sample size, 

number of nodes, and the density should be checked. If the combination of these factors are 

unfavorable, the power of NCT can be too low. Consequently, results should be interpreted 

with caution. Null results can of course mean that there just is no difference between the two 

networks but also that there is not enough power in the data to detect the difference.  
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NCT is a practical tool in empirical research and often necessary to make inferences 

from observed, psychopathology data. According to the network perspective, for example, a 

more densely and strongly connected network indicates that individuals can be more 

stuck/trapped in a disorder state (e.g., depression) than those with a less dense connected 

network (Van Borkulo et al., 2015). This type of hypotheses can now be statistically tested 

with NCT. 
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